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Abstract: Problems in geotechnical engineering are full of uncertain, vague, and incomplete information. In most instances, successfully
solving such problems depends on experts’ knowledge and experience. The primary object of this research was to develop an evolutionary
fuzzy neural inference system �EFNIS� to imitate the decision-making processes in the human brain in order to facilitate geotechnical
expert decision making. First, an evolutionary fuzzy neural inference model �EFNIM� was constructed by combining the genetic algorithm
�GA�, fuzzy logic �FL�, and neural network �NN�. In the proposed model, GA is primarily concerned with optimizing parameters required
in the fuzzy neural network; FL with imprecision and approximate reasoning; and NN with learning and curve fitting. This research then
integrates the EFNIM with an object-oriented computer technique to develop an EFNIS. Finally, the potential to apply the proposed
system to practical geotechnical decision making is validated using two real problems, namely estimating slurry wall duration and
selecting retaining wall construction methods.
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Introduction

Geotechnical engineering construction is affected significantly by
varying rock, soil, and underground water conditions and, there-
fore, must account for many variables that are often complex,
vague, and uncertain. As such, geotechnical problem decision
making must always be handled by experts’ experience. Many
techniques, besides experienced estimating, are employed to solve
the geotechnical problems. These techniques include expert sys-
tem, rule induction, case-based reasoning, neural network etc., to
inference results based on historical data �Yang 1997; Goh et al.
1995; Jan et al. 2002�.

Because human beings are capable of handling uncertain in-
formation and of learning from and adapting to their surround-
ings, they are capable of dealing successfully with highly
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complicated problems. Also, experience and knowledge accumu-
lation increase an individual’s ability to solve problems �Haykin
1999�. In geotechnical engineering, engineers accumulate experi-
ence in order to prepare to face problems. While an “expert” is
regarded as a person of great ability, he typically relies upon his
individual perspective and accumulated experience to make deci-
sions. Such decision making, reliant upon experience and knowl-
edge, lacks impersonal criteria and different decisions in the face
of the same problem can be made due to the limitations of human
memory or for other reasons. Furthermore, an expert’s experience
and knowledge must be retained and maintained when he or she
changes position or leaves the organization �Cheng and Ko 2001;
Yau and Yang 1998; Cheng et al. 2002�

Artificial intelligence technology provides a way by which
computers can assume responsibility for executing tasks normally
requiring human input and control. This technology mimics the
way in which the human brain deals with uncertainty and learns
from/adapts to the surrounding environment. Artificial intelli-
gence can be used to construct a computer model of how humans
make decisions and arrive at solutions to problems. When such
models are applied in geotechnical engineering, problems can be
addressed and decisions made as they would be by experts. This
approach avoids the drawbacks of solo decision making while
ensuring the continuance of critical knowledge and experience
independent of changes in staff and other human resource factors.
Geotechnical decision making improves in terms of both effi-
ciency and accuracy through the aid of artificial intelligence tech-
nology �Cheng and Ko 2002, 2003�.

Genetic algorithm, fuzzy logic, and neural network are the
most popular methods employed in artificial intelligence �Martin
and Jain 1999�, as these three methods can be applied effectively
to many different kinds of problems. Each method presents ad-
vantages and drawbacks as well as complements the effectiveness
of the others. Recent studies have combined these three methods

in a manner that takes advantage of their complementary charac-
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teristics in order to develop modules that imitate the process of
human thinking. Some studies have argued that certain combina-
tions of the three methods can create modules that perform better
than any single method alone and that such a comprehensive
module is suited to handle real-world problems in a practical and
effective manner �Linkens and Nyongesa 1996�.

In the comprehensive module, the genetic algorithm is applied
either to search for the best interconnection, weights, and topol-
ogy of neural network or to formulate the membership function
�MF� within the fuzzy logic system �Jagielska et al. 1999�. Fuzzy
logic uses fuzzy sets to describe uncertainties in input and
output data. Fuzzy logic is also employed in fuzzy inference
�Gorzalczany and Gradzki 2000�. The neural network is em-
ployed to modify the distribution of membership functions within
the fuzzy logic system and also gathers fuzzy rules from cases
within the fuzzy system �Ghezelayagh and Lee 1999�. However,
some of the methods are combined in a model separately. Illegal
solutions also occasionally occur in an analysis model. Subopti-
mal solutions result from a fixed neural network topology being
applied to different problems. For these reasons, models remain
unable to attain necessary levels of accuracy and suitability when
used to solve practical problems �Liska and Melsheimer 1994;
Ishigami et al. 1995; Qin et al. 1997�.

In this paper, the object-oriented evolutionary fuzzy neural in-
ference system �OO-EFNIS� was developed in order to use arti-
ficial intelligence technology to replicate the process of human
thinking. In developing the necessary evolutionary fuzzy neural
inference model �EFNIM�, the genetic algorithm, fuzzy logic, and
neural network were combined together. In the module, the ge-
netic algorithm was used within a fuzzy neural network to deter-
mine optimal parameters for such things as: membership function
distribution, network topology and interconnectivity, connection
weights, etc. Fuzzy logic was used to handle approximate infer-
ence and uncertainty and the neural network to define the com-
plex relationships between input and output layers. Finally, by
applying the object-oriented technique, the EFNIM is transformed
by the computer into the OO-EFNIS.

The OO-EFNIS, characterized by intelligent construction and
the ability to self-adaptation, was developed to collect engineer-
ing data. It imitates the evolution and experiential learning pro-
cess undergone by geotechnical engineering decision makers and
can be applied effectively to assist geotechnical engineers in mak-
ing correct decisions to practical geotechnical engineering prob-
lems. The achievement of this study is its successful application
of the proposed OO-EFNIS module to various types of geotech-
nical engineering decisions.

Brief Introduction to Fuzzy Logic, Neural Network,
Genetic Algorithm, and Object-Oriented Technique

Fuzzy Logic

Zadeh �1965� proposed fuzzy logic �FL� to describe uncertainty
and imprecision. Because FL imitates the way that the human
brain makes decisions by a high order mode when faced with
uncertainty or vagueness, it provides an effective way for auto-
mated systems to describe highly complex, ill-defined and
difficult-to-analyze subjects. In general, fuzzy logic is composed
of a fuzzifier, rule base, inference engine, and defuzzifier �Cheng
and Ko 2002�. In the FL approach, there remain some problems to
be overcome such as configuration of distributions of membership

functions, determination of composition operator, and acquisition
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of appropriate fuzzy rules in applications �Maier et al. 2000�.
Although the FL parameters can be determined through experts’
knowledge, a complex problem overcomes difficulties to deter-
mine the parameters �Gorzalczany and Gradzki 2000�.

Neural Network

With a structure that comprises many neurons, neural network
�NN� focuses primarily on computing and storing information.
Because NN imitates the human brain in learning, recalling, and
generalization, it is usually designed to solve nonlinear and
ill-structured problems �Haykin 1999�. However, appropriate
structures as well as parameters of NN are essential for various
kinds of problems. Because the optimal network topology is
highly problem oriented, it is difficult to determine �Liatsis and
Goulermas 1995�. In addition, some real world applications have
been hampered by a lack of training techniques which reliably
find a global optimum set of weights �Jagielska et al. 1999�.

Genetic Algorithm

Genetic algorithm, which imitates parts of the natural evolution
process, was first proposed by Holland �1975�. GA does not have
many mathematical requirements for the optimization problems.
In addition, the ergodicity of gene and evolution operations makes
GA an effective global search method. Besides, because of its
simplistic implementation procedure, the GA provides great flex-
ibility to hybridize domain-dependent heuristics to effectively
implement specific problems. For these merits, GA has focused
much attention on studying its potential for the optimization tech-
nique �Gen and Cheng 1997�. However, simple GA is difficult to
directly and successfully apply to many difficult-to-solve optimi-
zation problems �Michalewicz 1996�.

Object-Oriented Approach

“Object” is a physical and conceptual abstraction. Object oriented
is a set of objects and interactions between objects. As the OO
approach describes objects by abstraction, it is suited for large-
scale and complicated systems. OO descriptions are easier to
comprehend than detailed descriptions and they view a system as
a collection of interacting objects that work together to accom-
plish tasks �Satzinger et al. 2000�. Moreover, objects can be re-
used within the system and, when objects are changed, the system
remains. These advantages, such as extensibility, maintainability,
reusability, and configuration management of the specifications,
design, analysis, etc. have been instrumental in promoting the OO
approach as a major technique in recent system development.

Evolutionary Fuzzy Neural Inference Model

EFNIM Framework

The EFNIM developed in this paper uses the complementary
characteristics of genetic algorithm, fuzzy logic, and neural net-
work �see Fig. 1�. This combination offsets the demerits of one
approach by another’s merits. GA is used for optimization; FL
deals with uncertainties and handles approximate inferences; and
NN is employed in fuzzy input-output mapping.

In this paper, artificial intelligence is used to imitate the
decision-making processes in the human brain. EFNIM was de-

veloped based on imitating the human high-order inference pro-
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cess with FL. Although FL can describe the high-order human
inference process, making decisions regarding the appropriate
distribution of membership functions, operator composition, and
regulations is not easy. To resolve this and provide FL with the
ability of self-learning, the EFNIM introduces NN. The combina-
tion of the FL and NN is regarded as a “neuro with fuzzy input-
output,” which is also a neural network with both fuzzy inputs
and fuzzy outputs. For convenience, the term “neuro with fuzzy
input-output” is called fuzzy neural network �FNN� which is a
general phrase to express fusion/union of FL and NN �Hayashi
et al. 1998�. Even if FNN is more applicable than traditional FL in
the inference process or single NN in the imitating process, de-
ciding the distribution of MF is difficult and NN parameters such
as topology, training rules, etc., cannot be determined easily. GA
is an effective approach to conquer the drawbacks of FNN
�Gorzalczany and Gradzki 2000�. GA, which is applied for opti-
mization in wide territories, addresses the above-mentioned prob-
lems by searching for optimal MF and identifying optimum
network parameters. With all these constituent components in
place, the EFNIM can be constructed.

EFNIM Self-Adaptation

The adaptation process of EFNIM is shown in Fig. 2. P�t� is
used to represent � parents in generation t; P0�t� means that
performing crossover � parents yield � children; PM�t� means �
mutant individuals.

Initialize Population

The first step of the adaptation process is to generate a set of
initial population. In the process, each individual encodes model
variables into a binary string to simulate a natural chromosome.
Every string comprises two segments: MF substring and NN sub-
string. Two codification methods, summit and width representa-
tion method �SWRM� and block representation method �BRM�,
are employed to encode MF and NN into substrings. The SWRM
and BRM encode MF and NN by a fixed and variable substring,
respectively. Therefore, the EFNIM encodes the problem using
the variable length gene code. The lengths of the substrings de-
pend on the characteristics of the variables including the required
variable precision, amount of variables, and variable domains.

Evaluate Individuals

The purpose of evaluation is to evaluate the fitness of chromo-
somes. At the beginning generation �t=0�, the EFNIM evaluates �

Fig. 1. EFNIM architecture
individuals. Since the model adopts an enlarged sampling space,
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the EFNIM evaluates ��+�� individuals when t�0 where � is
the offspring population and � is the mutation population.

The aim of the adaptation process is to obtain a model with
high accuracy and good generalization properties. The model ac-
curacy on input patterns can be improved by increasing the net-
work complexity. However, an accurate model fit to input patterns
does not mean that the overall problem behaviors are captured
well. A large network size has higher computational cost. Also, in
general, it suffers from overfitting of data in input patterns and
deterioration of generalization properties �Maier et al. 2000�.
Thus, the objective of the EFNIM is to preserve the acceptable
prediction accuracy using the fittest shapes of MF with the mini-
mum NN topology and optimum NN parameters, which is posed
as an optimization problem. The objective function of the model,
fob, is a combination of model accuracy and model complexity as
given in Eq. �1�

fob = wma � ead + wmc � mc �1�

ead = ��
i=1

nip

�
j=1

ncn

�dij − aij�p

ip cn
�

1/p

�2�

Fig. 2. EFNIM adaptation process
n � n
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mc = �
All sub-blocks

�
i=1

B

�
j=1

nMF�niv

Cij �3�

where wma�related weighting of model accuracy; ead�prediction
error between desired output dij and actual output aij; wmc

�related weighting of model complexity; and mc�model com-
plexity which is simply formulated by the number of active con-
nections in the network. In Eq. �2�, p�power number; nip�input
pattern number; ncn�number of classes in one net; dij�desired
output for the jth class of ith input pattern; aij�actual output due
to the jth class of ith input pattern; and p�power number. In
Eq. �3�, mc is simply formulated by the number of active connec-
tions in the network. nMF�number of fuzzy sets in one complete
MF set; and niv�number of input variables. Cij is 1 or 0 deter-
mined by GA to represent the connection exist or not. The mean-
ings of some parameters can be obtained in Fig. 3.

Evaluate Fitness Function

Fitness is a major index to evaluate the status of chromosomes.
The bigger fitness value achieves the model objective more. In
this study, fitness function is the reciprocal of objective function
and is given by Eq. �4�

fk
ft =

1

fk
ob �4�

where fk
ft and fk

ob�fitness and objective of kth chromosome.

Perform Crossover

The crossover repeatedly exchanges high performance notations
to upgrade performance. It operates on a pair of chromosomes
�parents� and produces two children once by exchanging the
parent features. The EFNIM uses one-cut-point crossover and ex-
changes right parts of their parents �see Fig. 4�. After crossover,
the summit positions of MF, widths of MF, hidden layers, hidden
neurons, interconnections, biases, and activation slopes of parents
are exchanged.

Perform Mutation

The mutation produces spontaneous random changes in various
chromosomes. It protects against premature loss of important
notations. For EFNIM, the purpose of mutation is to adjust the

Fig. 3. FN
value of summits and widths of MF, interconnections, weights,
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biases, and activation slopes for better performance. It alters one
or more genes with a probability �pge�, which is smaller than or
equal to mutation rate �pmu�. Mutation operation compares the
gene’s pge with pmu bit by bit. If pge� pmu, then the value of the
gene will be altered.

Select Individuals

The selection process emulates the survival-of-the-fittest mecha-
nism in nature. It selects a new population with respect to the
probability distribution based on fitness for survival. The EFNIM
uses a “roulette wheel” method to select fitter chromosomes on an
enlarged sampling space. Performing selection on the enlarged
sampling space improves GA performance by enlarging the
searching space in parallel and by increasing crossover and mu-
tation rates without introducing too much random perturbation.
Also, it provides population, children population, and their muta-
tion with the same chance of competing for survival �see Fig. 5�.

Evolutionary Fuzzy Neural Inference System

Based on the EFNIM, an object-oriented technique was applied to
develop OO-EFNIS. In developing this system, the incremental

hitecture

Fig. 4. One-cut-point crossover
N arc
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and iterative model was adopted and the unified modeling lan-
guage �UML� was used as the standard software specification
language. Analysis and design are the major work of each cycle in
development �Larman 1998�. The analysis and design of EFNS
are illustrated as follows.

Analysis of EFNIS

System analysis makes a description of expecting what work
should be done �Satzinger et al. 2000�. The emphasis of object-
oriented system analysis centers on figuring out the concepts
within the problem domain. Therefore, system functions are gen-
eralized first in Table 1. Second, a UML package diagram is used
to describe system concepts by referencing system functions �see
Fig. 6�.

Design of EFNIS

System design makes descriptions of expecting how work can be
done �Satzinger et al. 2000�. In other words, designs serve as
guidelines for implementing analysis results. Analysis of an

Fig. 5. Selection on

Table 1. System Functions

Functions

Handle system parameters.

Handle solutions.

Handle different problems.

Execute the EFNIM adaptation process.

Set up model parameters.

Display model convergence in real time.

Log completed information during model adaptation.

Interrupt the model adaptation process.

Store optimum solutions.

Display information related to the stored solutions.

Compute actual output of any case using any derived solution.

Display actual output and desired output.

Plot the trend of actual output and desired output.
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object-oriented system emphasizes the definition of logical soft-
ware objects. The EFNIS framework is described in Fig. 7. Do-
main objects serve as the concepts during the analysis process.
These concepts are represented by class diagrams in Fig. 8. The
design of OO-EFNIS used in this study is described in detail in
class diagrams.

System Validations

The proposed EFNIS in this paper can be applied to assist geo-
technical engineers in facilitating decision making when faced
with a variety of problems, including slope safety monitoring;
predicting deformation in deep excavations; factor identification

ged sampling space

Fig. 6. System concepts
enlar
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in geotechnical engineering disasters; potential analysis of slope
failure; and selecting optimal retaining wall and slope protection
methods, among others. The following two example problems
show EFNIS’ applicability to decision making in geotechnical
engineering.

The first case is to estimate the construction duration of a
slurry wall. The data were collected by Yang and Yau �2000�,
in which there were 15 input parameters including site location,
excavation depth, wall depth, wall thickness, etc., and the desired
output, actual duration, is involved. The estimated construction
duration is the only one output in this case study. There were 46
training cases and five testing cases collected. In the reference,
three methods: expert system �ES�; case-based reasoning �CBR�;
and intelligent duration estimation system for slurry wall con-
struction �DESW�, were applied. Two engines were adhered to
the proposed DESW, which were case-based reasoner for case
selection and rule-based reasoner for case adjustment.

Selection of retaining wall construction methods is the second
case studied herein. There were 254 retaining wall cases collected
by Yang �1997�. Nineteen features were used to describe the prob-
lem, including location, excavation depth, field area, working
space, etc. Based on the 19 features, nine inputs can be catego-
rized and ten kinds of construction methods were set as candi-
dates for output, i.e. construction method selection: auger boring
pile �ABP�; driven pile �DP�; full casing pile �FCP�; H-section
steel pile �HP�; open excavation �OE�; prepakt mortar pile �PMP�;
retaining column �RC�; steel sheet pile �SSP�; steel rail pile
�SRP�; and slurry wall �SW�. Thirty four test cases were collected
from different construction firms. In the reference, four methods
were applied, including ES; rule induction �RI�; CBR; and intel-
ligent retaining wall selection system �RWSS�. The RWSS system
has three inference engines: a case-based reasoner as a reasoning
body; a rule-based reasoner for rule based reasoning; and
knowledge-based reasoner with experts’ knowledge for the infer-

Fig. 7. Multilayered object-oriented system framework
ring process.
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Slurry-Wall Duration Estimation

Slurry walls are typically an important component of construction

Fig. 8. Class diagrams: �a� adaptation concept; �b� management
concept; and �c� inference concept
projects. The construction duration of a slurry wall, therefore, has
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significant bearing on engineering project efficacy and viability.
Estimating slurry-wall duration is full of uncertainties and vague-
ness due to incomplete and complicated data that result from
slurry walls being constructed underground. The result is that the
duration cannot be easily expressed by a formula and accuracy
usually depends on the level of knowledge and experience of the
geotechnical engineers doing the estimation. As the EFNIS is a
computer system and can replicate the human decision-making
process, it is applicable to obtaining reliable slurry-wall duration
estimates.

In this case, the data used were gathered from a reported ref-
erence case �Yang and Yau 2000�. The major parameter settings
of EFNIS are listed in Table 2. EFNIS was applied to this case,
with a comparison shown in Table 3 of the results of EFNIS
analysis and the results obtained through other analytical systems
including ES, CBR, and DESW. The result obtained by EFNIS is
slightly better than that obtained by DESW and significantly bet-
ter than achieved by either ES or CBR. This result demonstrates
that EFNIS can assist in duration estimation for slurry wall con-
struction in geotechnical engineering decision making.

Selections of Retaining Wall Construction Methods

A temporary/perpetual retaining facility is often made in founda-
tion excavations. A good retaining facility ensures not only the

Table 2. Parameters of EFNIS for Slurry-Wall Duration Estimation

Parameters of EFNIS Values

Input neurons number 15

Output neurons number 1

Grades of input neurons 5

Minimum hidden layers number 1

Maximum hidden layers number 1

Minimum neurons in each layer number 5

Maximum neurons in each layer number 10

Weighting of model accuracy, wma 1

Weighting of model complexity, wmc 0.0001

Power number, p 2

Type of selected activation function Logistic sigmoid function

Shape of membership function Trapezoidal

Total membership function number 15

Crossover rate 0.5

Mutation rate 0.01

Population size 10

Iteration set 5,500

Table 3. Test Results of Duration Estimation

Number
of testing
cases

Actual
duration

�day�

ES

Estimated
duration

�day�
Error
�%�

Estimat
duratio

�day�

1 96 71 26.0 109

2 72 70 2.8 88

3 127 99 22.0 104

4 83 54 34.9 72

5 80 62 22.5 60

Average error �%� 21.7
Note: Error= ��actual duration-estimated duration� /actual duration � �100%.
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safety and quality during construction but also that proper capa-
bility is exhibited after construction is finished. The retaining
method selected must consider factors such as safety, constructa-
bility, economical feasibility, and environmental impact. Because
so many factors play a part in retaining method selection, experts
are usually relied upon to make such decisions. The EFNIS helps
geotechnical engineers choose an optimal retaining method by
learning from past project experience and by mirroring expert
decision-making processes.

The parameter settings of EFNIS for this case study are shown
in Table 4. In Table 5, the results of ES, RI, CBR, and RWSS
from Yang �1997� are compared with the results of EFNIS, where
the EFNIS makes perfect percentage of the construction method
selection. This comparison proves that the EFNIS can choose a
good retaining method for geotechnical engineers.

Conclusions

This paper provides a summary introduction to evolutionary
fuzzy neural inference system mechanisms, the process of system
development, and the experience of application of this system to
practical geotechnical engineering problems. The EFNIM com-
prises three different artificial intelligence technologies, including

DESW EFNIS

Error
�%�

Estimated
duration

�day�
Error
�%�

Estimated
duration

�day�
Error
�%�

13.5 99 3.1 102.3 6.6

22.2 85 18.1 98.0 36.2

18.1 100 21.3 108.8 14.3

13.3 73 12.0 80.5 3.0

25.0 60 25.0 94.3 17.9

15.9 15.6

Table 4. Parameters of EFNIS for Selections of Retaining Wall
Construction Methods

Parameters of EFNIS Values

Input neurons number 9

Output neurons number 1

Grades of input neurons 5

Minimum hidden layers number 1

Maximum hidden layers number 1

Minimum neurons in each layer number 5

Maximum neurons in each layer number 10

Weighting of model accuracy, wma 1

Weighting of model complexity, wmc 0.0001

Power number, p 2

Type of selected activation function Logistic sigmoid function

Shape of membership function Trapezoidal

Total membership function number 15

Crossover rate 0.5

Mutation rate 0.01

Population size 10

Iteration set 5,500
CBR

ed
n

18.4
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genetic algorithm for parameter optimization, neural network for
learning, and fuzzy logic for imitation of the human decision-
making process. During the system developing process, the
object-oriented technique, incremental and iterative model, and
unified modeling language were used. This study uses genetic
algorithm to optimize the ability of the fuzzy neural network to
overcome the bottleneck of FNN practice application. This paper
further proposes that this advantageous combination of genetic
algorithm, fuzzy logic, and neural network be further developed
and applied to the field of geotechnical engineering. Finally, two
case studies presented demonstrate the applicability of EFNIS to
assist decision makers in geotechnical engineering.

Two case studies, i.e., selection of retaining wall construction
methods and estimating slurry-wall duration, were studied and
comparisons were made followed by a discussion. In the results
of slurry-wall duration estimation, EFNIS can estimate more ac-
curately than ES, CBR, and DESW. In the results of selection of
retaining wall construction methods, a precise selection of EFNIS
reflects its applicability. These comparisons show that EFNIS has

Table 5. Test Results of Construction Method Selections

Testing
cases

Actual
selection ES RI

1 SW RC,ABP, DP HP,SW
2 HP RC,ABP,HP DP,HP,S

3 RC RC,ABP,DP RC
4 SW SW,FCP,RC SW
5 RC RC,ABP,FCP RC
6 SW RC,ABP,SW HP

7 SW SW,RC,ABP SRP

8 SW RC,SW,ABP HP,PMP,S
9 HP RC,ABP,HP HP
10 SW RC,ABP,SW SW
11 SW ABP,SW,RC DP,HP,S
12 RC RC,ABP,DP —

13 RC RC,DP,ABP HP,SW

14 SRP RC,ABP,HP SRP
15 OE RC,SSP,PMP OE
16 OE SSP,ABP,HP PMP,SW

17 SW SW,FCP,RC SW
18 SRP RC,FCP,SW SRP
19 SW SW,FCP,RC DP,HP,S
20 SRP RC,ABP,SW SRP
21 SSP SW,RC,ABP SW,SS
22 SW SW,FCP,RC DP,FP,SW
23 RC RC,ABP,FCP PMP,SR

24 SW SW,RC,FCP SW
25 SW RC,SW,ABP SW
26 SRP RC,ABP,HP DP,HP

27 HP RC,DP,ABP DP,HP
28 SW — DP,HP

29 RC — RC
30 HP — —

31 SW — DP,HP,S
32 SRP — DP,HP,OE,

33 SRP — DP,HP,PMP,S
34 HP — HP

Accuracy ratio �%� 53 74
a higher capacity for the geotechnical problems than the other AI

JOURNAL OF COMP
approaches when comparing the references. In summary,
experienced-oriented problems in geotechnical engineering can
be solved by EFNIS and historical data to help engineers in mak-
ing decisions at the project planning and constructing stages.
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